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The Division will be closed on Thursday, November 24, 2011 and Friday, 
November 25, 2011 for the Thanksgiving holiday. Please refer to the day of the 
week you normally place your order to see how your schedule will be impacted.
MONDAY: Orders must be received by Friday, November 18th. Deliveries will 
be made on Saturday, November 19th.
TUESDAY: Orders must be received by Saturday, November 19th. Deliveries 
will be made on Monday, November 21st.
WEDNESDAY: Orders must be received by Monday, November 21st. Deliveries 
will be made on Tuesday, November 22nd.
THURSDAY: Orders must be received by Tuesday, November 22nd. Deliveries 
will be made on Wednesday, November 23rd.
Future holiday schedules are posted on the Division’s website.
Holiday orders will be invoiced and shipped throughout the month of October. All 
customers who submitted holiday promotion order forms should have received 
notifi cation of their delivery week. Some gift sets were over sold and your order 
may be affected. Please contact our order entry staff by phone at 866.469.2223, 
option 4, or by email at Orders@IowaABD.com to answer any questions you may have.
IowaABD.com
Thanksgiving Order & Delivery Schedule
We Want Your Comments!
To better serve our customers, many updates and improvements have been made 
at ABD. Your suggestions and comments are very important to us, especially 
during this time when changes are being made. Please contact any of the follow-
ing with any feedback you may have.
Stephen Larson, Administrator
515.281.7402 or Larson@IowaABD.com
Doug Webb, Deputy Director of Administration
515.281.7444 or Webb@IowaABD.com
Tonya Dusold, Communications Director
515.281.7420 or Dusold@IowaABD.com
Nicole Hartman, Administrative Secretary
515.281.7443 or Hartman@IowaABD.com
OLD NEW DESCRIPTION SIZE
34997 34887 Three Olives Cherry 1.000
37111 57090 Bacardi Classic Cocktails Pina Colada 1.75
37113 57092 Bacardi Classic Cocktails Strawberry Daiquiri 1.75
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}Glazer’s of Iowa




All purchases must be on one invoice dated October 2011.  In-
voice must be submitted within 45 days of invoice date to qualify 
for funds. In the event of out of stocks, multiple invoices will be 
honored. Please present a copy of the invoice to your Glazer’s 
Spirits Sales Representative or submit a fax to (515) 252-8681.
Admiral Nelson: Mix & Match, Spiced Rum & Coconut Rum, 
750ml, 1L & 1.75L, Cherry 750ml (43984), Coconut 1L (43077), Coco-
nut 750ml (43076), Spiced Rum 750ml (43026), Spiced Rum Traveler 
750ml (43025), Spiced Rum 1L (43027) & Spiced Rum 1.75L (43028)
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $450 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1000 promo check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $2200 promo check.
Admiral Nelson: Mix & Match, 375ml (43024) & 50ml (1698)
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $20 promo check. Must include at least 
one full case of both 375ml & 50ml products.
Only one payout per account for the month.
E.W. Black: Mix & Match, 1.75L (17958) & 750ml (17956)
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $125 promo check. One case can be 
E.W.S.B. (18120).
$8 SPA on 750ml E.W. 7yr St Bourbon (17956)
$7.50 SPA on 1.75L E.W. 7yr St Bourbon (17958)  
$6 SPA on E.W. Single Brl (18120)
Burnett’s Vodka, Flavors & Gin: Mix & Match, 1.75L & 750ml, 
Vodka 750ml (35416), Vodka 1.75L (35418), Cherry 750ml 
(41299), Fruit Punch 750ml (41927), Grape 750ml (41279), Rasp-
berry 750ml (41316), Limeade 750ml (41840), Gin 1.75L (29568) 
& Gin 750ml (29566)
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
$8 SPA on all 750ml Burnett’s Vodkas
$6 SPA on 1.75L Burnett’s Vodka (35418)
$6 SPA on 1.75L Burnett’s Gin (29568)
Hpnotiq & Hpnotiq Harmonie: Mix & Match, Hpnotiq 1.75L 
(65188), Hpnotiq 50ml (65191), Hpnotiq 375ml (65194), Hp-
notiq 750ml (65195), Harmonie 750ml (65229) & Gift 750ml 
(3111). Gift Sets Available: Hpnotiq 6/750ml with Ice Bucket, 
Limited Quantities (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case) 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
October Promotions
Code Conversions Effective September 1st 
Invoice Reminders
Invoices refl ect valid prices for the day your order is placed, 
not the day it is delivered. The next month’s pricing promo-
tions do not come into effect until the fi rst of each month.
Communications Postcard
Iowa Liquor Quarterly Advertising
ABD is beginning to utilize electronic communications 
more frequently to communicate as quickly and effi ciently 
as possible. You will fi nd a communications postcard in the 
same envelope as this newsletter. Please provide your email 
address and mail it back to ABD to receive all the lastest 
news and announcements!
The Iowa Liquor Quarterly is perfect for direct marketing 
to all on-premises licensees including bars and restaurants 
with liquor licenses, beer permits and/or wine permits. For 
advertising opportunities, rates, and deadlines, visit awlq.net 
or contact Margriet Linthout by phone at 205.933.0355 or by 
email at Margriet@awlq.net.
Sobieski Vodka: Mix & Match, 750ml (34690), 1.75L (35213), 
4 Oranges (41049) & Gift (3201). Gift Sets Available: Sobieski 
Vodka 6/1.75L with Glasses, Limited Quantities
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $25 promo check. Must include both 
1.75L & 750ml.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $75 promo check. Must include both 
1.75L & 750ml.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 promo check.
Fuzzy’s Vodka: 750ml (36006) Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $15 per case promo check. ($75 total)
Travis Hasse Pie’s Liqueur: Mix & Match, Apple (77570) & 
Cherry (77568) 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $125 promo check.
$9 SPA on Travis Hasse 750ml items
Goslings Dark n’ Stormy Rum: 750ml (1343) Packaged 6 bot-
tles per case
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $25 promo check.
Bird Dog (27474), Whitetail (27625) , Tres Leches (80504) 
& Sam Houston (21376): 750ml Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $20 promo check.
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Van Gogh: Mix & Match, 750ml, Van Gogh 750ml (35460), Acai Blue-
berry (35156) & Dutch Caramel (35466) Packaged 6 bottles per case 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $40 promo check.
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Lucid Absinthe: 750ml (65536) Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $20 promo check.
Chopin Vodka: 750ml (34244) Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $20 per case promo check. ($40 total)
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $30 per case promo check. ($90 total)
Frozen Ghost: 750ml (34467) Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $6 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $18 promo check.
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Four Roses: 750ml (18350) Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Ty-Ku Premium Liqueur (67159) & Super Premium (67067):
Purchase 1 case of Premium Liqueur, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 1 case of Super Premium, receive a $40 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases of Ty-Ku, receive a $100 promo check. Must in-
clude 1 case of each Premium & Super Premium.
Absente: (64000) & Gift (2959). Gift Sets Available: Absente 6/750ml 
with Glasses, Limited Quantities (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Christian Brothers Brandy & Eggnog: Mix & Match, 
1.75L & 750ml, Brandy 750ml (52316), Brandy Traveler 750ml 
(52146), Brandy VSOP 750ml (52186), Brandy 1.75L (52318), 
Holiday Nog 1.75L (2226) & Holiday Nog 750ml (2229)
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $40 promo check. Must include at 
least 5 cases of C Bros Brandy.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $125 promo check. Must include at 
least 15 cases of C Bros Brandy.
$6 SPA on 750ml C Bros Brandy (52316) & (52146)
$9 SPA on 1.75L C Bros Brandy (52318)
$8 SPA on C Bros Brandy VSOP (52186)
Evan Williams Honey (73702) & Cherry (73715): Mix & Match 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Blackheart Rum: (44258) 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $10 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
$12 SPA on Blackheart Rum (44258)
Christian Brothers Honey: (72722)
Purchase 1 case, receive a $10 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
$12 SPA on C Bros Honey (72722)
Pama: (76478) & Gift (2484). Gift Sets Available: Pama 6/750ml 
with Glasses, Limited Quantities (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Patron Anejo (89646), Reposado (89626) & Silver 
(88296): Mix & Match, 750ml only
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Patron Citronge (64736):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Patron XO Café: (67592) & Gift Set (2817). Gift Sets Available: 
Patron XO Café 6/750ml with Ice Bucket, Limited Quantities
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $70 promo check.
McCormick: Mix & Match, McCormick Vodka 1.75L (36908), 
McCormick Gin 1.75L (31208), McCormick Blend Whiskey 
(24728), Canadian Woods Canadian Whiskey 1.75L (12668) & 
Montego Bay Coconut Rum 750ml (76216) 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $15 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $40 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
$6 SPA on 750ml Montego Bay Coconut Rum
Tito’s Handmade Vodka: Mix & Match, 750ml (38176) & 
1.75L (38178)
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $400 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $400 promo check & a Gibson Epi-
phone Guitar – signed by Tito Beveridge (Estimated Retail Value 
$250). Supplies are limited on guitars.
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Rumchata: 750ml (73050) & Gift Packaged 6 bottles per case Gift 
sets available: Rumchata 6/750ml with Mug, Limited Quantities
Purchase 1 case, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $24 per case promo check.
Voli LyteVodka: Regular & Lemon 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $10 promo check.
Purchase 1 case of each, receive a $25 promo check.
OR-G: 750ml Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check.
Voli Lyte & OR-G: 
Purchase 1 case each Voli, Voli Lemon & OR-G, receive a $60 
promo check.
901 Super Premium Tequila: (88152) 750ml Packaged 6 
bottles per case 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check.
}Johnson Brothers of Iowa
2515 Dean Ave.  
Des Moines, IA 50317
Phone: 515.262.1199
Fax: 515.262.0845
Please send all invoices to Cory Meiners or Scott Oeltjen-
bruns at Johnson Brothers. All purchases for each deal must 
be made on one invoice. Deals valid during October 2011.
Constellation
Black Velvet and Reserve:
Purchase 25 cases of Black Velvet & 1 case BV Reserve, receive 
a $25 gift check.
Purchase 50 cases of Black Velvet & 2 cases BV Reserve, receive 
a $100 gift check.
Purchase 100 cases of Black Velvet & 3 cases BV Reserve, receive 
a $350 gift check.
$6 SPA on 1.75L
Svedka Vodka: Mix & Match, regular & fl avors
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $40 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 gift check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $225 gift check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $450 gift check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1050 gift check.
$6 SPA on 1.75L
Paul Masson Brandy: 750ml & 1.75L 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $20 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $50 gift check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $175 gift check.
Crosby Lake
Opulent Vodka:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 gift check.
Ron Diaz Spiced Rum:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $210 gift check.
E & J Gallo
E & J Gallo Brandy: Mix & Match, all sizes, E & J Gallo Brandy, 
VSOP & XO
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $60 gift check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $240 gift check.
Purchase 40 cases, receive a $600 gift check.
New Amsterdam Gin: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $180 gift check.
New Amsterdam Vodka:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $90 gift check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $240 gift check.
Camarena:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 gift check.
Sidney Frank
Michael Collins Irish Whiskey: Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $40 gift check. 
Phillips Distilling
Phillips 1.75L Vodka, Gin & Rum: 
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $75 gift check. 
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $200 gift check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $700 gift check.
UV Vodka & Cocktails: Mix & Match, UV Vodkas & Cocktails
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $200 gift check. 
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $600 gift check.
Purchase 75 cases, receive a $1200 gift check.
$3 SPA on 750ml in October
Trader Vic’s Spiced Rum: 1.75L
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 gift check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $500 gift check.
Phillips Schnapps and Brandies: Mix & Match, Phillips Root-
beer 750ml & 1L, Ice Hole & Blackberry Brandy
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $25 gift check.  
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 gift check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $200 gift check.
Prairie Organic Vodka: Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 1 case of Prairie Vodka, receive a $25 gift check.
Revelstoke:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $20 gift check.
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $125 gift check.
Korbel
Korbel Brandy: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $50 gift check.
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $125 gift check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $300 gift check.
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Sazerac 
Dr. McGillicuddy’s: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $25 check. 1 case must be Root Beer 
or Apple Pie.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $75 check. 2 cases must be Root Beer 
or Apple Pie.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $200 check. 4 cases must be Root 
Beer or Apple Pie.
Nikolai Vodka:
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $50 gift check. 
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $150 gift check.
Rich & Rare: 
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $48 gift check.
Purchase 12 cases, receive a $144 gift check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $400 gift check.
Firefl y Sweet Tea Vodkas:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 gift check. Must include 1 case of Skinny.
Benchmark Old #8 Bourbon: 
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $125 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $350 gift check.
Gemini
Margaritaville Cocktails: Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $40 gift check. 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 gift check.
Margaritaville Tequila’s:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 gift check. 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 gift check.
White Rock 
Pinnacle Vodka & Gin: Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 gift check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $225 gift check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $450 gift check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1050 gift check.
$6 SPA on 1.75L in October
$12 SPA on 750ml in October
Ryan’s Creams: Mix & Match, all sizes
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $18 gift check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 gift check.
$6 SPA on 750ml & 1.75ml in October
McClellands Islay & Highland: Mix & Match 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $36 gift check.
Kapali: 750ml 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 gift check.
Old St. Nick’s Egg Nog: Mix & Match, 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $10 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $30 gift check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $80 gift check.
Cherry Jack Rum:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $15 gift check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 gift check.
Blackmaker Schnapps:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $15 gift check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 gift check.
Hood River
Pendleton Canadian:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $120 gift check.
Wine Group
Cupcake Vodkas: Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $75 gift check. 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 gift check. 
}Paramount




The following promotions are offered during the month of Octo-
ber. Cases much be purchased on the same invoice. No limit on 
the number deals an account can purchase during the month of 
October. All invoices should be given to your Paramount rep. 
or submitted to the above address or fax, attn: Denny Mayher.
Flavored Vodkas: NEW Ultra Bubble, Dragon Fruit & Whipt 
Créme 
Earn a $20 per case gift check. Minimum 3 cases.
Paramount Rum: 750ml Glass & 750ml Travelers
Earn a $3 per case gift check. Minimum 5 cases.
LaPrima Tequila: 1L & 1.75L, White & Gold
Earn a $3 per case gift check. Minimum 5 cases.
Paramount Triple Sec: 750ml & 1L
Earn a $3 per case gift check. Minimum 5 cases.
Lady Bligh: Spiced 1L & 1.75L, Cherry & Mango 1L
Earn a $3 per case gift check. Minimum 5 cases.
Davinia Hazelnut: NEW
Earn a $10 per case gift check.
Flavored Brandies & Paramount Amaretto: Mix & Match, 
750ml, 1L & 1.75L, Apricot, Blackberry, Cherry, Peach & Amaretto
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $25 gift check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $75 gift check.
Purchase 30 cases, receive a $150 gift check.
Paramount Schnapps: Mix & Match, 750ml, 1L & 1.75L, Pep-
permint, Peach, Strawberry, Butterscotch & Thunder 101
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $25 gift check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $75 gift check.
Purchase 30 cases, receive a $150 gift check.
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Paramount Specialties: 750ml, Green & White Menthe, An-
isette, Blue Curacao, Sloe Gin, Dark & White Cacaos, Almond, 
Melon & Grand Muriel
Earn a $2 per case gift check. Specialty items only valid when add-
ed to above orders.
}Southern Wine & Spirits
Fax: 515.369.9330
All purchases must be on one invoice dated October 2011.  In-
voice must be submitted within 45 days of invoice date to qualify 
for funds. In the event of out of stocks, multiple invoices will be 
honored. Please present a copy of the invoice to your SWS Sales 
Representative or submit a fax to 515.369.9330.
Bailey’s Irish Cream: Mix & Match, all sizes (Liters outlined) 
Original & Flavors (4pk & Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 10 cases (max 3 Liters), receive $9 per case = $90. 
Purchase 20 cases (max 6 Liters), receive $11 per case = $220. 
Purchase 30 cases (max 9 Liters), receive $14 per case = $420.
Purchase 50 cases (max 15 Liters), receive $17 per case = $850.
Purchase 75 cases (max 23 Liters), receive $20 per case = $1500.
SPA of $4.50 on 750ml Original & Flavors
NO SPA on Gift Sets
Diageo Rum: Mix & Match, all sizes (Liters outlined) Captain 
Morgan OSR, Silver, Private Stock, Lime Bite, 100pf, Tattoo, Par-
rot Bay Flavors & Myers
Purchase 35 cases (max 9 Liters), receive $6 per case = $210. 
Purchase 65 cases (max 17 Liters), receive $8 per case = $520. 
Purchase 95 cases (max 24 Liters), receive $10 per case = $950. 
Purchase 125 cases (max 32 Liters), receive $12 per case = $1500. 
Purchase 155 cases (max 39 Liters), receive $14 per case = $2170. 
Diageo Tequila: Mix & Match, all sizes (Liters outlined) Jose Cu-
ervo Especial Gold, Silver, Black, Tradicional & Don Julio Family
Purchase 10 cases (max 3 Liters), receive $6 per case = $60. 
Purchase 25 cases (max 8 Liters), receive $8 per case = $200. 
Purchase 50 cases (max 16 Liters), receive $11 per case = $550. 
Purchase 75 cases (max 24 Liters), receive $14 per case = $1050. 
SPA of $4.50 on 750ml Gold & Silver
Johnnie Walker: Mix & Match, all sizes (Liters outlined) Red & 
Black (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 5 cases (max 1 Liter), receive $10 per case = $50.
Purchase 10 cases (max 2 Liters), receive $22.50 per case = $225. 
Must include 2 cases Black. 
Purchase 15 cases (max 3 Liters), receive $30 per case = $450. 
Must include 3 cases Black.
SPA of $9 on 750ml Red
Godiva Vodka:
Purchase 1 case Chocolate 750ml & 1 case Chocolate Raspberry 
750ml, receive $25.
Max payout per account is $25.
Ketel One: Mix & Match, all sizes (Liters outlined) Original, 
Citroen, & Oranje (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 7 cases (max 1 Liter), receive $15 per case = $105. 
Purchase 14 cases (max 2 Liters), receive $17 per case = $238. 
Purchase 21 cases (max 3 Liters), receive $19 per case = $399. 
Must include 1 case Citroen & 1 case Oranje.
Purchase 30 cases (max 5 Liters), receive $24 per case = $720. 
Must include 1 case Citroen & 1 case Oranje.
Purchase 50 cases (max 10 Liters), receive $30 per case = $1500. 
Must include 1 case Citroen & 1 case Oranje.
North American Whiskey: Mix & Match, all sizes (Liters out-
lined) Crown Royal all marques, Seagram’s 7 Crown, Seagram’s 
7 Dark Honey, Seagram’s 7 Stone Cherry, Seagram’s VO, Bulleit 
Bourbon, Bulleit Rye, George Dickel #12 & Jeremiah Weed Cher-
ry Mash Bourbon (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 15 cases (max 4 Liters), receive $5 per case = $75. Must 
include 3 cases Crown Royal. 
Purchase 30 cases (max 8 Liters), receive $7 per case = $210. Must 
include 7 cases Crown Royal.
Purchase 60 cases (max 13 Liters), receive $10 per case =$600. 
Must include 15 cases Crown Royal. 
Purchase 100 cases (max 25 Liters), receive $13 per case = $1300. 
Must include 25 cases Crown Royal. 
Purchase 150 cases (max 38 Liters), receive $16 per case = $2400. 
Must include 40 cases Crown Royal. 
Smirnoff: Mix & Match, all sizes Red 80pf, Silver 90pf, Blue 
100pf & Flavors (Cocktails Excluded)
Purchase 30 cases, receive $8 per case = $240. 
Purchase 60 cases, receive $10 per case = $600. 
Purchase 100 cases, and receive $12 per case = $1200. 
Purchase 150 cases, and receive $15 per case = $2250. 
Tanqueray: Mix & Match, all sizes, all marques (Liters outlined)
Purchase 7 cases (max 2 Liters), receive $8 per case = $56. 
Purchase 14 cases (max 4 Liters), receive $13 per case = $182. 
Purchase 21 cases (max 6 Liters), receive $18 per case = $378. 
Purchase 28 cases (max 8 Liters), receive $23 per case = $644. 
SPA of $4.50 on 750ml London Dry
Rokk: Mix & Match, Original 1.75L & Raspberry 750ml
Purchase 1 case, receive $10.
Max payout per account = $10
Rokk: Mix & Match, Original 1.75L & Raspberry 750ml
Purchase 5 cases, receive $15 per case = $75.
Purchase 7 cases, receive $20 per case = $140.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $30 per case = $300.
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Hennessy VS: 750ml & 1.75L only
Purchase 5 cases, receive $12 per case = $60.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $24 per case = $240.
Purchase 20 cases, receive $36 per case = $720.
Purchase 50 cases, receive $48 per case = $2400.
Grand Marnier: Mix & Match, 750ml & 1L Includes Gift Sets
Purchase 2 cases, receive $24 per case = $48.
Purchase 4 cases, receive $48 per case = $192.
Belvedere Vodka: Mix & Match, all sizes, Pure & Bloody Mary
Purchase 2 cases, receive $24 per case = $48.
Purchase 5 cases, receive $30 per case = $150.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $42 per case = $420.
Glenmorangie: Mix & Match, Original 10yr, Lasanta, & Nectar 
D’or Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 2 cases, receive $30 per case = $60. Must include 2 types.
Purchase 4 cases, receive $42 per case = $168. Must include 3 types.
Purchase 8 cases, receive $54 per case = $432. Must include 3 types.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $60 per case = $600. Must include 3 types.
Ardbeg: 750ml (4096) Packaged 6 bottles per case
Purchase 2 cases, receive $40 per case = $80.
Purchase 4 cases, receive $80 per case = $320.
}Spirited Brands of Iowa
3410 Kingman Blvd.




Please submit copies of all invoices to the above address to 
the attention of Jeremy Thompson either via fax or mail. All 
invoices must be submitted by November 15th for payment.
St. Brendan’s Superior Irish Cream Liqueur, Café Lolita 
Coffee Liqueur, Arrow Cordials, Schnapps & Brandies: 
750ml, 1L & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 gift check. 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $90 gift check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $300 gift check.  
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $750 gift check.
El Mayor Tequila:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 gift check.  
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $135 gift check.  
Canadian Reserve & Hawkeye Vodka, Rum, Gin & Blend-
ed Whiskey: Mix & Match, 750ml, 1L & 1.75L
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $30 gift check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $100 gift check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $250 gift check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $700 gift check.  
Purchase 200 cases, receive a $1650 gift check.
Pearl Vodka: Mix & Match, all fl avors & sizes. NEW Pearl 
Wedding Cake (35921), Pearl Black (34546), Pearl Pomegranate 
(34702), Pearl Coconut (34561), Pearl Blueberry (35179), Pearl 
Cucumber (35699), Pearl Orange 750ml (35702), Pearl Caramel 
(35692) 750ml & Pearl Black 1.75L (34548)
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $100 gift check.
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $180 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 gift check.
Salvador’s Original Margarita 1.75L (63528) & Purple 
Passion 1.75L (62838): Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $25 gift check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $60 gift check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $225 gift check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $500 gift check.
Salvador’s Original Margarita 200ml 4-pks (63522) & 
Purple Passion 200ml 4-pks): Mix & Match
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $25 gift check.
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $60 gift check.
}Wirtz Beverage Iowa 




All accounts are eligible to purchase ONE of each of the following 
deals. All purchases MUST be made in the same week and invoices 
MUST be faxed or sent to our offi ce and received by November 
15th for payment. 
Bacardi
Bacardi Flavors, Gold, Oakheart, Select & Superior: 
750ml, 1L & 1.75L Must include 1 case Oakheart & 1 case Select
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $400 check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $1000 check.
Purchase 200 cases, receive a $3000 check.
PLUS $6 SPA on 1.75L Gold, Select & Superior
$12 SPA on 750ml Bacardi Flavors
$12 SPA on 750ml Bacardi Oakheart
B&B, DiSaronno & Drambuie: 750ml
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $150 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on B&B & Drambuie
$24 SPA on DiSaronno
Bombay Sapphire: 750ml, 1L & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $250 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 1.75L
Page 8 of 11
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Cazadores Anejo & Reposado: 750ml
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 check.
PLUS $24 SPA
Grey Goose: 750ml, 1L & 1.75L (12btl cases)
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 check. Must include 1 case 
L’Orange or 1.75L.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $125 check. Must include 1 case 
L’Orange or 1.75L.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 check. Must include 1 case 
L’Orange or 1.75L.
PLUS $24 SPA on 1.75L
Beam Global
Canadian Club: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $250 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $450 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $950 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 1.75ml
Courvoisier VS: 750ml
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 check.
Purchase 3 cases; receive a $125 check.
PLUS $12 SPA
Courvoisier VSOP: 750ml
Purchase 1 case, receive a $150 check.
Cruzan Rum: 750ml
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $200 check.
PLUS $6 SPA
DeKuyper: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $200 check.
Puchase 50 cases, receive a $500 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 750ml (Most Flavors)
DeKuyper O3:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 check.
Effen Vodka & Black Cherry:
Purchase 1 case (6btls), receive a $25 check.
Purchase 6 cases (36btls), receive a $300 check.
Jim Beam: 750ml, 1L & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $200 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $400 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $900 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 1.75ml
Jim Beam Black: 750ml
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $250 check.
Jim Beam Black, Devil’s Cut & Jim Beam Rye:
Purchase 4 bottles of each, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 1 case of each, receive a $225 check.
Kessler: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $275 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $500 check.
PLUS $6 SPA on 1.75L
Knob Creek Single Barrel:
Purchase 3 cases (18btls), receive a $100 check.
Purchase 5 cases (30btls), receive a $200 check.
Maker’s Mark: 750ml & 1.75L & Maker’s 46
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $250 check.  Must include 6 bottles 
Maker’s 46.
Pucker Vodkas: 750ml
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $250 check.
Red Stag: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $200 check.
Sauza Blanco & Gold: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $125 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $300 check.
PLUS $9 SPA on 750ml
Sauza Hornitos Gold & Plata: 750ml & 1L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $200 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $400 check.
PLUS $9 SPA on 750ml
Ri 1:
Purchase 2 cases (6btls), receive a $100 check.
Windsor: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $75 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $400 check.
Purchase 100 cases receive a $1000 check.
Brown-Forman
No gift sets allowed on any Brown-Forman deals
Canadian Mist, Early Times, Old Forester: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $60 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $300 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $750 check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $1800 check.
PLUS $9 SPA on 1.75L Early Times
$6 SPA on Old Forester
El Jimador Anejo, Blanco & Reposado:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $180 check.
Jack Daniel’s: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $100 check.
October 2011 Iowa ABD Specials
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Jack Daniel’s, JD Tennessee Honey, Gentleman Jack, JD 
Single Barrel & Southern Comfort (Including SoCo Lime): 
750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1200 check.
Purchase 75 cases, receive a $2200 check.
PLUS $18 SPA on Gentleman Jack
Jack Daniel’s, JD Tennessee Honey & Southern Comfort: 
1L only
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $150 check.
Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey: 750ml
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $90 check.
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $150 check.
Southern Comfort: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $125 check.
Woodford Reserve:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $60 check.
PLUS $9 SPA
Pernod-Ricard USA
Absolut 80°, 100°, Glimmer Pack & Flavors: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $180 check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $360 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1200 check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $2600 check.
PLUS $9 SPA on 750ml
$6 SPA on 1.75L
Absolut 80° & Flavors: 1L only
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $350 check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $900 check.
Beefeater: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $150 check.
PLUS $6 SPA on 1.75L
$9 SPA on 750ml
Beefeater 24:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 check.
Chivas 12 Yr: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $175 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $325 check.
PLUS $9 SPA on 750ml
$18 SPA on 1.75L
Fris Vodka: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $125 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $400 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1000 check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $2500 check.
Glenlivet 12 Yr: All sizes
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $175 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $1000 check.
PLUS $9 SPA on 750ml
Glenlivet High Marques:
Purchase 4 bottles of Glenlivet 15 Yr, 4 bottles of Glenlivet 16 Yr 
& 4 bottles og Glenlivet 18 Yr, receive a $200 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 15 Yr & 16 Yr
Hiram Walker Pumpkin Spice & Carmel Apple:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $60 check.
Jameson High Marques:
Purchase 8 bottles of Jameson 12 Yr & 4 bottles of Jameson 18 Yr, 
receive a $200 check.
Jameson Irish Whiskey: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $175 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $375 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $1000 check.
PLUS $9 SPA on 750ml
Kahlua, French Vanilla, Hazelnut, Mocha & Especial: 
750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $175 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 750ml & 1.75L Kahlua & Flavors
$9 SPA on Especial
Kahlua Cinnamon:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 check.
Kahlua Peppermint Mocha:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 check.
Kahlua RTD Mudslide:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 check.
PLUS $6 SPA
Malibu Black: 750ml
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $300 check.
Malibu Cocktail in a Bag: All fl avors
Purchase 8 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 18 cases, receive a $325 check.
Malibu Rums: Mix & Match, 750ml & 1.75L, Coconut, Cran-
berry Cherry, Island Melon, Mango, Passion Fruit & Pineapple
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $225 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $375 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $750 check.
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Seagram’s Gin, Twisteds & Distillers Reserve: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $125 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $350 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $900 check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $2000 check.
Proximo
1800 Tequila: Anejo, Reposado & Silver
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $175 check.
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $275 check.
PLUS $48 SPA on Silver & Reposado
$24 SPA on Anejo
1800 Ultimate Margarita RTD & 1800 Pomegranate 
Margarita RTD:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $25 check.
Kraken Black Spiced Rum:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 check.
Three Olives Vodka & Flavors: 750ml only
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $75 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $325 check.
Purchase 150 cases, receive a $2500 check.
PLUS $12 SPA
Three Olives Vodka: 1.75L only




Purchase 4 bottles, receive a $8 check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $120 check.
Cutty Sark: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $108 check.
PLUS $24 SPA on 750ml
$36 SPA on 1.75L
Macallan 10 Yr: 750ml
Purchase 4 bottles, receive a $10 check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $33 check.
Macallan 12 Yr: 750ml
Purchase 4 bottles, receive a $10 check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 check.
Mount Gay Eclipse Rum: 750ml
Purchase 1 case, receive a $6 check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $30 check.
PLUS $18 SPA
Remy Martin 1738: 375ml
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $7.50 check.
Purchase 1 case (12btls), receive a $18 check.
Remy Martin VSOP: 200ml, 375ml & 750ml
Purchase 16 bottles, receive a $8 check.
Purchase 32 bottles, receive a $24 check.
Purchase 48 bottles, receive a $48 check.
Sazerac
99 Schnapps:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 check.
Canadian LTD, Fleischmann’s Preferred, Lauder’s & Ten 
High: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $150 check.
Caravella Limoncello:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 check.
Chi-Chi’s Cocktails:
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $250 check.
DiAmore Gift Pack:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $30 check.
Ridgemont Reserve 1792:
Purchase 1 case (6btls), receive a $25 check.
Purchase 3 cases (18btls), receive a $100 check.
Skol Vodka: 1.75L
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $75 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $145 check.
Skyy Spirits
American Honey:
Purchase 3 cases receive a $36 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $120 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $360 check.
PLUS $12 SPA
Carolan’s 750ml & Gift Set: (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $36 check.
Purchase 5 caes, receive a $180 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $720 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 750ml
$24 SPA on Gift Set
Frangelico & Gift Set: (Gift Sets = 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $36 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $120 check.
PLUS $36 SPA
$18 SPA on Gift Set
Skyy Vodka: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $225 check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $360 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1250 check.
PLUS $12 SPA on 1.75L
$9 SPA on 750ml
October 2011 Iowa ABD Specials
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Skyy Infusions: Citrus, Blood Orange, Dragon Fruit, Passion 
Fruit & Pineapple
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $180 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $250 check.
X-Rated Fusion Liqueur: 750ml
Purchase 3 cases (18btls), receive a $54 check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $420 check.
PLUS $9 SPA
Wild Turkey 81°, 101° & Gift Set: 750ml & 1.75L, (Gift Sets 
= 2 cases to 1 case)
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $225 check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $360 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1250 check.
PLUS $23 SPA on 81° 750ml
$9 SPA on 101° 750ml
$4.50 SPA on 101° Gift Set
$12 SPA on 101° 1.75L
William Grant
Balvenie 12 Yr:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $200 check.
Balvenie 15 Yr:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $75 check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $250 check.
Glenfi ddich 12 Yr:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $200 check.
Glenfi ddich 15 Yr:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $75 check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $250 check.
Hendrick’s Gin:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 check.
Milagro Silver:
Purchase 1 case (6btls), receive a $25 check.
Purchase 3 cases (18btls), receive a $100 check.
Sailor Jerry: All sizes
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $400 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $750 check.
Stoli & Flavors: 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $350 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $700 check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1600 check.
Stoli & Flavors: 1L only
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 check.
Tullamore Dew:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 check.
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